9th Barking & Dagenham
Meteorologist Badge Pack
Low Level Clouds - (Surface - 7000 ft)

Stratus
In a sheet or layer
Stratus clouds appear as a uniform dark-gray layer of clouds covering
the entire sky. Stratus clouds often form along warm fronts and can
give way to nimbostratus as the front approaches your location. Stratus clouds may also form by the lifting of a fog bank.

Stratocumulus
In a sheet or layer / heaped or in a pile
Stratocumulus clouds appear as lumpy, low lying clouds that
cover much of the sky. They form patches or rows of clouds
with some blue sky between the individual cloud units.

Nimbostratus
A rain bearer / in a sheet or layer
Nimbostratus clouds are dark-gray layer of clouds
that cover the entire sky. The prefix "nimbo" indicates
that these clouds are precipitating. Nimbostratus
clouds are typically found along a warm front producing low intensity precipitation that last for several
hours.
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Medium Level Clouds - (7000 - 17000 ft)

Altocumulus
Medium level cloud / heaped or in a pile
Altocumulus form as large masses in patches or rows that may or may
not merge with one another. Individuals usually have a sharp outline as
they are composed of water and not ice. Altocumulus clouds are easily
confused with cirrocumulus and stratocumulus clouds. Cirrocumulus are
smaller and less dense than altocumulus. Elements of stratocumulus are
larger than altocumulus. If you extend your arm in the direction of the
cloud, altocumulus tend to be the size of your thumbnail, while stratocumulus are the size of your fist.

Altostratus
Medium level cloud / in a sheet or layer
Altostratus are a formless layer of greyish cloud that cover most
if not all the sky. Altostratus clouds are more dense than the cirrostratus. The sun is barely visible through altostratus clouds giving the appearance of a "watery sun". Where enough light shows
through cirrostratus clouds to create shadows, it does not with
altostratus. Altostratus thicken into nimbostratus as a warm front
approaches your location.
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High Level Clouds - (17000 - 35000 ft)

Cirrus
Thread-like, hairy or curled
Cirrus clouds appear as wispy thin veils or detached
filaments composed mostly of ice. Strong winds aloft
often create the fibrous ice trails which tend to curl at
their ends. Cirrus clouds with hooked filaments are
sometimes called "mare's tails". Cirrus clouds are associated with an approaching warm front.

Cirrostratus
High level cloud / in a sheet or layer
Cirrostratus is a transparent, whitish veil of cloud that usually covers much of the sky. Sometimes cirrostratus clouds are so transparent that you can barely see them. They often create a halo
around the sun or moon. Cirrostratus clouds thicken and grade
into altostratus clouds with the approach of a warm front.

Cirrocumulus
High level cloud / heaped or in a pile
Cirrocumulus clouds appear as white patches made up of
very small cells or ripples. The globules of cloud are arranged in a regular pattern and are commonly called
"mackerel sky" for their similarity to the scales of a fish.
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Vertically Developed Clouds

Cumulus
Heaped or in a pile
Cumulus clouds appear as small, cotton ball-like
clouds that generally form by convection. Cumulus
are also called "fair-weather" clouds as pleasant conditions usually prevail while they are around.

Cumulonimbus
Heaped or in a pile / a rain bearer
Cumulonimbus clouds form during very unstable
conditions. They are the tallest clouds, and can
reach to the stratosphere. Cumulonimbus clouds are
associated with thunderstorms capable of generating locally high winds, hail, lightning, and torrential
down pours.

